Instantaneous one-dimensional equivalence ratio measurements in methane/air mixtures using femtosecond laser-induced plasma spectroscopy.
Equivalence ratio is one of the most significant parameters in combustion flow fields. In this paper, femtosecond laser-induced plasma spectroscopy (FLIPS) technique for instantaneous one-dimensional local equivalence ratio measurements were performed. By measuring the spatially resolved spectra of FLIPS, we found that the spectral peak area ratios of CH (431 nm)/N2 (337 nm), CH (431 nm)/N2 (357 nm), and CH (431 nm)/O (777 nm) can be utilized to achieve one-dimensional local equivalence ratio measurements. Among them, the CH peak at ~431 nm and the O peak at ~777 nm are strong enough to be used to achieve single-shot measurements, which is important to turbulent flow fields. Furthermore, systematic experiments were performed by using FLIPS in both laminar and turbulent flow fields. The FLIPS technique features the abilities of instantaneous one-dimensional quantitative measurements, high spatial resolution, and no Bremsstrahlung interference.